We introduce three models of probabilistic processes, namely, reactive, generative and strati ed. These models are investigated within the context of PCCS, an extension of Milner's SCCS in which each summand of a process summation expression is guarded by a probability and the sum of these probabilities is 1. For each model we present a structural operational semantics of PCCS and a notion of bisimulation equivalence which we prove to be a congruence. We also show that the models form a hierarchy: the reactive model is derivable from the generative model by abstraction from the relative probabilities of di erent actions, and the generative model is derivable from the strati ed model by abstraction from the purely probabilistic branching structure. Moreover the classical nonprobabilistic model is derivable from each of these models by abstraction from all probabilities.
Introduction
In the reactive model Pnu85] of classical concurrency theory, a process reacts to stimuli presented by its environment. A mechanistic view of the reactive model has been given by Milner Mil80] in terms of button pushing experiments. The environment or observer experiments on a process by attempting to depress one of several buttons that the process possesses as its interface to the outside world. The experiment succeeds if the button is unlocked and therefore goes down; otherwise Figure 1: Reactive process P and generative process Q.
the experiment fails. In response to a successful experiment, the process makes an internal state transition and is then ready for further experimentation.
The reactive model has been adopted by Larsen and Skou LS91] for probabilistic processes: a button-pressing experiment succeeds, with probability 1, or else fails. If successful, the process makes an internal state transition according to a probability distribution associated with the depressed button and the current state of the process.
In the probabilistic case, it is interesting to consider a more \probabilistic" form of experimentation we call the generative model. In this setting, an observer may attempt to depress more than one button at a time. Now the process is more or less on equal footing with its environment, and will decide, according to a prescribed probability distribution, which button if any will go down. In response to a successful outcome, this same probability distribution, conditioned by the process's choice of button, will govern the internal state transition made by the process. b : c P and Q have as semantics the probabilistic labeled transition systems depicted in Figure 1 . For P, an a-or b-experiment will succeed with probability 1, whereas a c-experiment will fail. In the case of an a-experiment, P will branch left with probability 1 4 and right with probability 3 4 . Note that no information is given about the relative probability of performing an a-action versus a b-action in P's initial state.
For the generative process Q, if the observer simultaneously attempts to depress the a and b buttons, Q will unlock its a-button with probability 2 3 and its b-button with probability 1 3 . In the former case, Q will branch left with probability 1 4 and right with probability 3 4 , which is precisely P's reaction to an a-experiment. In fact, for any single-button experiment, P and Q behave the same. Thus Q contains strictly more information than P, and, in a broader sense, the reactive model is an abstraction of the generative model.
In this paper we also consider the strati ed model of probabilistic processes, which captures the branching structure of the purely probabilistic choices made by a process. For example, consider an operating system in which there are n processes to be multiprogrammed. One of these is the garbage collector which performs optimally if given one third of the CPU cycles. The other n ? 1 processes are user processes and should equally share the remaining two thirds of the CPU. For the case n = 3, a plausible speci cation of a scheduler for these processes would be Sc = x X ( as desired. Thus, in the strati ed model, the intended relative frequencies are preserved in a level-wise fashion in the presence of restriction.
Note that the probabilistic labeled transition system of Sc 0 in the generative model is simply the right one of Figure 2 . Thus, in the generative model, Sc is (unfortunately) equivalent to Sc 0 .
We shall see that, in a broader sense, the generative model is an abstraction of the strati ed model, in which the branching structure of probabilistic choices has been \ attened."
The extremal case of nested probabilistic choice in the strati ed model, in which zero probabilities are permitted, yields a general notion of process priority. For example, the expression 1P + 0(1Q + 0R)
gives priority to process P over Q and R, and priority to Q over R. Thus process R can only be executed in a restriction context that excludes P and Q. Zero probabilities are not considered in this paper, but their role in modeling priority is examined carefully in SS90].
Summary of Technical Results
We will be working within the framework of PCCS, a speci cation language for probabilistic processes introduced in GJS90]. PCCS is derived from Milner's SCCS Mil83] by replacing the operator of nondeterministic process summation with a probabilistic counterpart. Several PCCS expressions have appeared above, which should give the avor of the language.
For each of the three probabilistic models, and, for comparison purposes, the classical nonprobabilistic model, we present the following: a structural operational semantics of PCCS, given as a set of inference rules in the style of Plotkin Plo81] and Milner Mil89] . For each model, these inference rules determine a semantic mapping from the set of PCCS expressions to a particular domain of probabilistic labeled transition systems. We denote these mappings as ' N , ' R , ' G , and ' S , respectively.
(As discussed in Section 4, the relabeling operator of PCCS is not compatible with the reactive model, and also the combination of summation and unguarded recursion may be problematic. Therefore, ' R applies only to a sublanguage PCCS R of PCCS in which relabeling and unguarded recursion are excluded.) a notion of bisimulation semantics. In LS91], Larsen and Skou introduced probabilistic bisimulation, a natural and elegant extension of strong bisimulation Par81, Mil83] for reactive processes. We likewise de ne probabilistic bisimulation on generative and strati ed processes. In each model, the largest bisimulation (under set inclusion), denoted N , R , G , and S , respectively, determines the model's bisimulation semantics. We prove that R is a congruence with respect to PCCS R , and N , G and S are congruences with respect to PCCS.
We then inter-relate the models, ultimately showing that they form a hierarchy: the generative model is an abstraction of the strati ed model, the reactive model is an abstraction of the generative model, and the nonprobabilistic model is an abstraction of the reactive model. This re ects the stepwise reduction of \observational power"; i.e. starting from the strati ed model, we rst abstract from the probabilistic branching structure, then from the relative probabilities among di erent actions, and nally from all probabilities. We proceed as follows:
We add to the strati ed, generative and reactive operational semantics inter-model abstraction rules, which respectively allow the inference of generative probabilistic transitions from strati ed ones, reactive probabilistic transitions from generative ones, and nonprobabilistic transitions from reactive ones. These rules determine mappings between domains of probabilistic labeled transition systems, which are denoted as ' SG , ' GR and ' RN ? P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P q For P a closed PCCS expression we prove the following commutativity results, which, in addition to the abstraction results, establish the hierarchy among the models.
' G (P) = ' SG (' S (P)) if P is summation-guarded or restriction-free ' R (P) = ' GR (' G (P)) if P is a summation-guarded PCCS R expression ' R (P) = ' SR (' S (P)) if P is a PCCS R expression ' N (P) = ' RN (' R (P)) if P is a PCCS R expression ' N (P) = ' SN (' S (P)) = ' GN (' G (P))
In the presence of restriction and general summation the rst commutativity result does not hold. This is to be expected, as the strati ed model is motivated by its di erent treatment of restriction with respect to nested summations. Additionally, we show that the second commutativity result does not hold in the presence of general summation. In fact, our counterexample suggests that the reactive summation has a strati ed avor that is not present in the generative case. This impression is supported by the third commutativity result, that holds without restrictions on summation or restriction. It is not possible to de ne in a compositional way a more generatively avored summation in the reactive model, that would allow a generalization of the second commutativity result. We then show that the equivalence induced on the strati ed (generative) model via abstraction to the generative (reactive) model is not a congruence with respect to PCCS. This demonstrates the need for re ning the bisimulation semantics when moving to a less abstract model. More precisely, we exhibit a pair of PCCS processes P, Q and a context C ] such that ' SG (' S (P)) G ' SG (' S (Q)) and ' SG (' S (C P])) 6 G ' SG (' S (C Q]))
Similarly for the generative-to-reactive and strati ed-to-reactive abstractions. On the other hand, the equivalence induced on the strati ed model via abstraction to the reactive model is a congruence with respect to PCCS R . Likewise, the equivalences induced on the strati ed and generative models via abstraction to the nonprobabilistic model are congruences with respect to PCCS; and the equivalence induced on the reactive model via abstraction to the nonprobabilistic model is a congruence with respect to PCCS R . These congruence results can be seen as consequences of the fact that the corresponding commutativity results hold without side conditions, and that R , G , and S are congruences.
The interdependencies between the di erent models are summarized in Figure 3 . Here the upper part re ects the commutativity results, the double arrows below re ect the abstraction results, and the dashed arrows indicate the bisimulations that are induced on the strati ed, generative, and reactive models via abstraction to the generative, reactive, and nonprobabilistic models, respectively.
We conclude the paper with an interesting open problem concerning an equivalence relation M (mixed bisimulation) that, in terms of its distinguishing strength, falls strictly between G and S , and is still a congruence in the strati ed model. We conjecture that M is the largest congruence contained in G .
Related Work
This paper is an extended version of vGSST90], which was written in cooperation with Chris Tofts. { The strati ed model and its operational and bisimulation semantics rst appeared in vGSST90]. { All congruence results and the interrelations between the various models were indicated, in part, in vGSST90]. Their detailed proofs are given here for the rst time. Pointers to earlier, mostly logic-oriented approaches to probabilistic processes (e.g. probabilistic temporal and dynamic logic) can be found in GJS90]. Recent work on probabilistic process algebra includes LS92] (in a reactive setting), JS90, JL91, BBS92] (in a generative setting) and SS90, Tof90b] (in a strati ed setting). All these papers consider probabilistic bisimulation, except for JS90], where also probabilistic versions of trace, failure and readiness equivalences and congruences are studied. The interplay between time and probability has been investigated in HJ90, Low91].
Larsen 2 Syntax of PCCS As in SCCS, the atomic actions of PCCS form a multiplicative structure (Act; ) that is generated freely from the set of particulate actions. Unlike SCCS, where Act is an abelian monoid, we assume neither commutativity nor associativity for action product ( ). Thus all elements of Act are of the form a or ( ; ), where a 2 and ; 2 Act. One can think of the atomic action ( ; ) as the simultaneous ordered occurrence of actions and .
As discussed in Section 4, the free structure of our action algebra is necessary to be able to de ne synchronous product in the reactive model. For any SCCS-like action monoid or group, the corresponding synchronization merge can be expressed in our calculus by a combination of product and relabeling. For example, the group structure of SCCS can be obtained through relabelings of the form ( ; ) 7 ! 1 and ( ; ) 7 ! 1 , where 1 is the unit or idle action of SCCS. As a consequence relabeling, which is a derived operator in SCCS in the sense that it can be expressed in terms of the other operators, has to be introduced as a rst-class operator in PCCS.
Let X be a variable, A a subset of Act, and f : Act ! Act. The syntax of PCCS is given by: E ::= 0 j X j :E j A can perform actions only from the set A. Finally, E f] speci es a relabeling of actions, and x X E de nes a recursive process.
A PCCS expression is guarded if in its syntactic tree, every path from a recursion operator x X to an occurrence of the corresponding variable X passes through an action operator :. In this paper we require expressions to be restriction-guarded, a much weaker requirement that ensures that the restriction operators in the generative and strati ed models are well-de ned. A PCCS expression is restriction-guarded if in its syntactic tree, every path from a recursion operator x X to an occurrence of the corresponding variable X either passes through an action operator :, or doesn't pass through a restriction operator. This excludes expressions like x X ( . . . . . . fbg). We write E 2 PCCS to indicate that E is a restriction-guarded PCCS expression. An expression having no free variables is called a process, and Pr is the set of all restriction-guarded PCCS processes.
For this paper, all summation expressions are required to be nite. It will be convenient to assume that all indices used in summation expressions come from a given set I 0 not containing 0. Also, we write the binary version of process summation as p] E + 1 ? p] F, assuming an index set f1,2g, and often omit the square brackets around the probabilities. 
The Nonprobabilistic Model
We start with the nonprobabilistic model of PCCS based on Milner's model of SCCS Mil83] . In this model all probabilities are neglected and the only di erence between PCCS and SCCS is the di erent communication format. The reasons for including this section are to facilitate comparison between the probabilistic models and the classical one, and to present some proofs pertaining to classical bisimulation in such a way that they can be recycled in the probabilistic case.
Nonprobabilistic Operational Semantics of PCCS
The nonprobabilistic operational semantics of PCCS is given by the inference rules of Figure 4 .
We write N`P ?! P 0 or just P ?! P 0 if P ?! P 0 can be derived from these rules. We refer to P ?! P 0 as a transition and its intuitive meaning is that P can perform action to become P 0 . The rules of Figure 4 induce a mapping ' N from Pr to a domain of nonprobabilistic labeled transition systems.
De nition 1 A (nonprobabilistic) transition system is a triple (S,T,I) with { S a set of states, { T S Act S a set of transitions, { and I 2 S the initial state.
In a transition system all parts that are not reachable from the root as well as the identity of the states are often considered irrelevant. Therefore an isomorphism between two transition systems can be de ned as a bijective relation between their reachable states, preserving transitions and the initial state. Isomorphic transition systems are conceptually identi ed. Now ' N (P) for P 2 Pr is de ned to be the transition system (S; T; I) with S = Pr, I = P and T the set of transitions f(P; ; P 0 ) j N`P ?! P 0 g. G N . Then denoting by E the result of substituting the constant (X) for X in E, for all occurrences of free variables X in E, allows us nally to de ne ' N (E)( ) = ' 0 N (E ).
Note that the extended ' N in particular de nes an interpretation of the PCCS operators in j G N , thereby making j G N into a PCCS-algebra.
Bisimulation
In this section we reformulate strong bisimulation Mil83] as bisimulation in the nonprobabilistic model, which we explicitly call nonprobabilistic bisimulation. A nonprobabilistic bisimulation will be presented as an equivalence relation over Pr. For this purpose we need a predicate that indicates whether or not from a given process it is possible to reach (a member of) a set of processes by means of an -step. Using P for the powerset operator we have:
De nition 2 The function N : (Pr Act P(Pr)) ?! f0; 1g is given by: 8 2 Act; 8P 2 Pr; 8S Pr; N (P; ; S) = ( 1 if 9Q 2 S with P ?! Q 0 otherwise
For an equivalence relation R over Pr, we write Pr=R to denote the set of equivalence classes induced by R, and P] R to denote the equivalence class of which P is a member. Nonprobabilistic bisimulation can now be de ned as follows:
De nition 3 An equivalence relation R Pr Pr is a nonprobabilistic bisimulation if (P; Q) 2 R implies: 8S 2 Pr=R; 8 2 Act, N (P; ; S) = N (Q; ; S) Two processes P; Q 2 Pr are nonprobabilistic bisimulation equivalent (written P N Q) if there exists a nonprobabilistic bisimulation R such that (P; Q) 2 R. Two open PCCS expressions E; F 2 PCCS are nonprobabilistic bisimulation equivalent i they are nonprobabilistic bisimulation equivalent after any substitution of closed terms for their free variables.
This de nition can easily be transformed into a de nition of bisimulation on transition systems (a bisimulation between two transition systems is a relation on the disjoint union of their states), such that, for E; F 2 PCCS, E N F () 8 valuations ; ' N (E)( ) N ' N (F)( ).
Proposition 1 Proof: Since each of the relations R i is symmetric, ( S i R i ) is also symmetric, and hence an equivalence relation. Now suppose (P; Q) 2 ( S i R i ) . Then there are P j (j = 0; . . .; n) for certain n 2 IN, such that P = P o , Q = P n and (for j = 1; . . .; n) (P j?1 ; P j ) 2 R k for certain k 2 I. Suppose S 2 Pr=( S i R i ) and 2 Act. Let 1 j n and (P j?1 ; P j ) 2 R k . Since S is the union of a number of equivalence classes T 2 Pr=R k and N (P j?1 ; ; T) = N (P j ; ; T) for any T 2 Pr=R k , it follows that N (P j?1 ; ; S) = N (P j ; ; S). This is true for all j = 1; . . .; n; thus N (P; ; S) = N (Q; ; S). Hence ( S i R i ) is a bisimulation. 2
Corollary 2 (Equivalence) Bisimulation equivalence is an equivalence relation on Pr.
Proof: From the de nition of N it follows that on Pr we have N = f R j R is nonprobabilistic bisimulation g
Thus by Proposition 1, N is itself a bisimulation and hence an equivalence relation.
2
It is not di cult to see that a nonprobabilistic bisimulation is just a strong bisimulation Mil83, Mil89] that happens to be an equivalence relation. Since strong bisimulation equivalence, de ned as the union of all strong bisimulations, is an equivalence relation itself Mil83, Mil89] , this is not a limiting restriction and nonprobabilistic bisimulation equivalence (being the union of all nonprobabilistic bisimulations) coincides with strong bisimulation equivalence.
The following congruence theorem stems from Milner Mil83, Mil89] . Our proof is a bit di erent from Milner's because we insist that bisimulations should be equivalences and reason in terms of the function N rather than using the underlying transitions. This pays o when we add the probabilities.
In the proof of the theorem, we lift the PCCS operators to sets of expressions, which is done in the natural way. For example, for S Pr, A Act, S ) is the result of substituting E for all occurrences of in C that are (not) in the scope of an operator x X . Although we are only interested in contexts with exactly one \hole", i.e. one occurrence of , it is technically advantageous (in the congruence proofs) to also allow contexts without holes or with more than one hole. In C E], though, all our holes are instantiated with the same expression E. 
We proceed by induction on the number of free variables in E and F. Let E; F 2 PCCS such that E N F, and suppose (1) is established for pairs E 0 ; F 0 2 PCCS with fewer free variables. Then it is enough to establish only one direction of (1), with substituted for =, as the converse direction, , follows by symmetry. Write N`n P ?! P 0 if the transition P ?! P 0 can be derived by a proof-tree of depth n or less, and de ne n N : (Pr Act P(Pr)) ?! f0; 1g by: This will be done by induction to n.
The case n = 0 is trivial, so we may assume (2) for a certain n 0. In proving (2) for n + 1 we distinguish seven cases, depending on the topmost operator (or lack thereof) of C. From 
4 The Reactive Model
The reactive model of probabilistic processes was introduced by Larsen and Skou in LS91] . In this section, we consider the reactive model within the context of PCCS R , the sublanguage of PCCS with guarded recursion and without relabeling. We begin by presenting the reactive operational semantics for PCCS R that de nes a probabilistic transition system for every PCCS R process. We then equip the model with a notion of probabilistic bisimulation, also due to Larsen and Skou, and show that the resulting equivalence relation is a congruence with respect to PCCS R . We restrict ourselves to guarded recursion in order to ensure that the reactive summation operator is well-de ned. That we do not give a reactive semantics to the relabeling operator is due to an inherent incompatibility between this operation and the reactive viewpoint. For example, consider process P = 1 2 a:X + 1 2 b:Y . P has a probability-1 a-transition to X and a probability-1 b-transition to Y . However, if the relabeling that maps a to itself and b to a is applied to P, then we may end up with a \nonsensical" object having two probability-1 a-transitions. Some (by counting the number of actions that are renamed into a), but here the disadvantage is that rst renaming b in a and then c in a yields a di erent outcome than doing this in the reverse order. Of course, injective relabelings can be added without problem.
A solution to the problem of de ning relabeling in the reactive model has recently been found . . .; a n into a with a probability distribution that associates a probability p i to each of the a i 's. These probabilities then determine the normalization factor. As such a probabilistic relabeling is meaningless in the generative and strati ed models, we will not consider this solution in the present paper. The same problems encountered in de ning renaming in the reactive model apply to the SCCS product, as relabeling can be expressed in terms of product and the other SCCS operators. For this reason, we have \split" the SCCS product in the PCCS product and relabeling, only the latter of which has to be sacri ced in the reactive model.
Reactive Operational Semantics of PCCS R
The reactive operational semantics of PCCS R is given in Figure 6 as a set of inference rules. Reactive transitions are of the form ??! i P 0 meaning that P, with probability p, can perform an -transition to become P 0 . The index i is explained just below.
In the second rule, in which fj; j g denote multiset brackets, r is the normalization factor used to compute the conditional probabilities of the sum under the assumption . The rest of the rules are straightforward adaptations of their nonprobabilistic counterparts.
Unlike in the nonprobabilistic case, all probabilistic transitions are indexed. The set I R of reactive indices is the smallest set such that 0 2 I R , j 2 I 0 ; k 2 I R ) j:k 2 I R , and i; j 2 I R ) (i; j) 2 I R . The purpose of the indices is to distinguish di erent occurrences of the same probabilistic transition. They are constructed so that every outgoing probabilistic transition of an expression has a unique index. (The indices will be used in the next section to de ne cumulative probability distributions.) The following example is illustrative: De nition 4 A reactive (probabilistic) transition system is a triple (S,T,I) with { S a set of states, { T S Act (0; 1] I R S a set of transitions, such that 1. ((s; ; p; i; t) 2 T^(s; ; q; i; r) 2 T) ) ( = ^p = q^t = r) 2. 8s 2 S; 8 2 Act; P fjp j 9i 2 I R ; t 2 S : (s; ; p; i; t) 2 Tj g 2 f0; 1g { and I 2 S the initial state.
The rst requirement of T says that all outgoing transitions of a given state have di erent indices. The second one says that for each state the probabilities of the outgoing -transitions, if there are any, sum up to 1, for any action separately. An isomorphism between two reactive transition systems is a bijective mapping f between their reachable states and transitions, satisfying f(s; ; p; i; t) = (f(s); ; p; j; f(t)), where i and j may be di erent indices, and f(I) = I 0 , where I and I 0 are the initial states of the two systems. The mapping ' R is de ned just as ' N in the previous section. It is not di cult to see that ' R (P) meets the requirements for reactive transition systems.
Reactive Bisimulation
We now consider reactive bisimulation, a notion of probabilistic bisimulation for reactive processes due to Larsen and Skou LS91]. By de nition, all reactive bisimulations are equivalence relations.
Intuitively, two processes P,Q are probabilistically bisimilar in the reactive model if, for each action symbol, they derive reactive bisimulation classes with equal cumulative probability.
To de ne reactive bisimulation, we rst need to de ne the cumulative probability distribution function (cPDF) which computes the total probability by which a process derives a set of processes. Adopting the convention that the empty sum of probabilities is 0, we have:
De nition 5 (Reactive cPDF) R : (Pr R Act P(Pr R )) ?! De nition 6 ( LS91]) An equivalence relation R Pr R Pr R is a reactive bisimulation if (P; Q) 2 R implies : 8S 2 Pr R =R; 8 2 Act, R (P; ; S) = R (Q; ; S) Two processes P; Q are reactive bisimulation equivalent (written P R Q) if there exists a reactive bisimulation R such that (P; Q) 2 R.
By the same proof as was used for nonprobabilistic bisimulation, reactive bisimulation equivalence can be shown to be an equivalence relation indeed. Furthermore, reactive bisimulation equivalence is the largest reactive bisimulation and can be found by a straightforward adaptation of the xed-point iteration technique of Mil89].
Like strong bisimulation does for SCCS or CCS, reactive bisimulation equivalence provides a compositional semantics for PCCS R that is consistent with the operational semantics de ned in the last section. Speci cally:
Theorem 4 (Congruence) For E; F 2 PCCS R , C 2 PCCS R ]: E R F implies C E] R C F] Proof: Following the previous congruence proof, we de ne R as the equivalence closure of R 0 = f(C E]; C F]) j E R F; C 2 PCCS R ] g. The top of a context C 2 PCCS R ] is the part that remains after rst removing every subcontext of the form :E and subsequently every subcontext not containing . Now let PCCS k R ] be the set of all PCCS R contexts with at most k nested summation operators in their top. This time we have to show that for all E; F 2 PCCS R with E R F, and for all k 2 IN, 8C 2 PCCS k R ] ; 8S 2 Pr R =R; 8 2 Act; R (C E]; ; S) = R (C F]; ; S) (10) This will be done by three nested inductions. First we apply induction on the number of free variables in E and F and choose E; F 2 PCCS R with E R F for the induction step. Then we apply induction on k and suppose (10) holds for k < l. Finally the proof of (10) for k = l continues exactly like the one for N (i.e. with induction on the depth of derivations), substituting R for N and PCCS l R ] for PCCS ], except that the function n R : (Pr R Act P(Pr R )) ?! 0; 1] is given by : 8 2 Act, 8 P 2 Pr R , 8 S Pr R , n R (P; ; S) = X i2I R fj p i j R`n P 
The Generative Model
In contrast to the reactive model, which is de ned only over the sublanguage PCCS R of PCCS, the generative model is de ned over full PCCS. In this section, we provide PCCS with a generative operational semantics. We then extend the notion of reactive bisimulation to the generative case and show that the resulting equivalence is a congruence with respect to PCCS.
Generative Operational Semantics of PCCS
The generative operational semantics of PCCS is given in Figure 7 . We use a di erent kind of arrow (non-hooked) to distinguish generative transitions from reactive ones. As in the reactive case, generative transitions are indexed to distinguish multiple occurrences of the same probabilistic transition. The set I G of generative indices is equal to I R .
With the exception of restriction, all rules are straightforward adaptations of their nonprobabilistic counterparts. 
f(a; b)g
A generative process is said to be stochastic if the sum of the probabilities of its derivations is 1. Otherwise, when this sum is strictly less than 1, the process is said to be substochastic, and therefore possesses a non-zero probability of deadlock. PCCS expressions (contexts) without 0, unguarded recursion and restriction preserve stochasticity: if stochastic processes are substituted for their free variables, then the obtained processes are stochastic as well. In the case of restriction, the obtained process may have no derivations at all.
The normalization factor G (E; A) used in the restriction rule of Figure 7 is such that a substochastic process placed in a restriction context becomes stochastic or deadlocks completely. Alternatively, the relative probability of deadlock in a substochastic process can be preserved by normalizing by the quantity r = G (E; A) + 1 ? G (E; Act). The term 1 ? G (E; Act) represents the probability of deadlock in E. To illustrate, we would have in the above example that G (E; Act) = . PCCS may be turned into a semistochastic language by replacing the summation operator by a semistochastic variant, which can be expressed in our language as ( X Act (using our deadlock eliminating restriction operator), and adapting the de nition of restriction-guardedness. In this language there will be no di erence between the deadlock preserving and deadlock eliminating restriction operator, and p] X + 1 ? p] 0 X.
A generative transition system is de ned as a reactive transition system, except that the second requirement of T is changed into 8s 2 S; X fjp j 9 2 Act; i 2 I G ; t 2 S : (s; ; p; i; t) 2 Tj g 1 Also, the semantic mapping ' G from PCCS to the domain of generative transition systems is de ned exactly as ' N and ' R .
Generative Bisimulation
The extension of reactive bisimulation to the generative model is straightforward. 
Again, this will be done by induction on k. 
The Strati ed Model
The treatments of the nonprobabilistic, reactive and generative models are extended here to the strati ed case.
Strati ed Operational Semantics of PCCS
The strati ed operational semantics of PCCS is comprised of two types of transition relations: action transitions (as in the nonprobabilistic model) and probability transitions. Action transitions are of the form P ? ?! Q. Probability transitions are of the form P p 7 ?! i Q, meaning that P, with probability p, can behave as the process Q. Here S . This separation of action and probability in the strati ed model permits the branching structure of the purely probabilistic choices to be captured explicitly. The inference rules for probability transitions appear in Figure 8 ; the rules for action transitions are the same as in the nonprobabilistic case, except that there is no rule for process summation, since in the strati ed model the only choice mechanism is probabilistic. Only the probability transitions need to be indexed. This bi-structured approach to operational semantics was (to our knowledge) rst presented in Tof90a] to give a semantics for a timed version of CCS. Note that no PCCS expression admits both action and probability transitions. Thus the set of PCCS processes is partitioned into action processes (admitting action transitions), probability processes (admitting probability transitions), and deadlock processes (admitting neither).
Except for the rules for product and restriction, all of the inferences rules for probability transitions are straightforward adaptations of their nonprobabilistic counterparts. The third and fourth rules say that the product of an action process and a probability process is a probability process. They are needed to avoid deadlock in a synchronous product that is caused by a di erence in depth of the purely probabilistic branching structures of the argument processes. For example, we do not want ( Here denotes isomorphism of the associated labeled transition systems.
The inference rules for action and probability transitions de ne the semantic mapping ' S from PCCS to the domain of strati ed probabilistic labeled transition systems. Such transition systems have action states, having exactly one outgoing action transition, probability states, having only outgoing probability transitions, all with a di erent index, and deadlock states, having no outgoing transitions. Strati ed transition systems are semistochastic in the sense that for each probability state the sum of the probabilities of its outgoing transitions is 1. A state with a sequence of probability transition to a deadlocked state corresponds to a substochastic state in the generative model.
Strati ed Bisimulation
Strati ed bisimulation is similar to reactive and generative bisimulation in that processes are required to derive strati ed bisimulation equivalence classes with equal cumulative probability. However, the separation of probability and action in the strati ed operational semantics is re ected in the de nition of strati ed bisimulation.
To de ne strati ed bisimulation, we need to: (1) de ne a function that computes the total probability by which a process can behave the same as any process in a set of processes (the technique is analogous to the one in De nition 5, and thus the details are omitted); (2) lift, as in De nition 2, the action relations to sets of derivative processes. The strati ed cumulative PDF S incorporates both (1) and (2) in an integrated fashion. In particular, S is of the form S : (Pr (Act f g) P(Pr)) ?! 0; 1] where is a dummy symbol used to mark probability transitions. That is, for 2Act; S (P; ; S) 2 f 0; 1 gindicates whether or not P has an {transition to some process in S. Otherwise, S (P; ; S) 2 0; 1] speci es the total probability by which P may behave the same as any process in S.
De nition 7 An equivalence relation R Pr Pr is a strati ed bisimulation if (P; Q) 2 R implies 8S 2 Pr=R; 8 2 Act f g, S (P; ; S) = S (Q; ; S) Two processes P; Q are strati ed bisimulation equivalent (written P S Q) if there exists a strati ed bisimulation R such that (P; Q) 2 R. 
The proof of (13) for k = l is split into two cases. The case of an action transition 2 Act proceeds as the congruence proof for N , except that we check that the induction hypothesis is applied to contexts in PCCS l ] only, and in the case of summation we conclude with LHS = 0 = RHS. The case of a probability transition = also follows the proof for N , de ning n S similar to n R , but with the following modi cations.
Action pre xing: The proof of (4) (with = ) trivializes as n+1 ( : C E]; ; S) = 0. Summation: The proof of (5) In this section we establish the results announced in the introduction, showing that the models discussed before form a hierarchy. We start with investigating the abstraction from the generative to the reactive model in Section 7.1, followed by an analogous treatment of the more intricate abstraction from the strati ed to the generative model in Section 7.2. Subsequently, we give a direct abstraction from the strati ed to the reactive model in Section 7.3. Finally, we brie y sketch the simpler abstraction steps leading from probabilistic to nonprobabilistic models. This rule uses the generative normalization function to convert generative probabilities to reactive ones, thereby abstracting away from the relative probabilities between di erent actions. We can now de ne ' GR (' G (P)) as the reactive transition system that can be inferred from P's generative transition system via IMAR GR . By the same procedure as described at the end of Section 3.1, ' GR can be extended to a mapping ' GR : j G G ! j G R .
Write P GR Q if P; Q 2 Pr are reactive bisimulation equivalent with respect to the transitions derivable from G + IMAR GR , i.e. the theory obtained by adding IMAR GR to the rules of Figure 7 .
The equivalence GR is de ned just like R but using the cPDF GR instead of R . GR Proof: We prove this theorem for the case that G and H are of the form ' G (P) and ' G (Q) with P; Q 2 Pr and use that ' G (P) G ' G (Q) , P G Q and ' GR (' G (P)) R ' GR (' G (Q)) , P GR Q.
The proof of the general case is not essentially di erent, but would involve de ning the reactive and generative bisimulation equivalences formally on transition systems.
Let R be a generative bisimulation on Pr. We prove that R is also a reactive bisimulation on Pr with respect to the transitions derivable from G + IMAR GR . So let (P; Q) 2 R, S 2 Pr=R and 2 Act. Then G (P; f g) = X S2Pr=R G (P; ; S) = X S2Pr=R G (Q; ; S) = G (P; f g); so GR (P; ; S) = G (P; ; S) G (P; f g) = G (Q; ; S) G (Q; f g) = GR (Q; ; S) 2 ??! i E 0 Proof: As in the congruence proofs, we use induction on the depth of derivation trees, and write Theorem 8 (Commutativity) Let P 2Pr R be summation-guarded. Then ' GR (' G (P))=' R (P).
Corollary 9 Let P; Q 2 Pr R be summation-guarded. Then P G Q ) P R Q.
Proof: Theorem 7 says that P G Q ) P GR Q for P; Q 2 Pr. Theorem 8 (or Lemma 1) implies R (P; ; S) = GR (P; ; S) and hence P R Q , P GR Q for summation-guarded P; Q 2 Pr R . 2
Theorem 8 does not hold in the presence of general summation. Consider the process P = In ' GR (' G (P)) the probabilities of a:X and a:Y are equal, while in ' R (P) executing a:Y is twice as likely as a:X. This counterexample can be easily extended so to apply to Corollary 9 as well.
One may wonder whether relabeling could be added to, or summation rede ned on the reactive model such that reactive bisimulation remains a congruence, but Theorem 8 can be extended. This is not possible as it would imply that GR is a congruence, which will be refuted below. The equivalence GR (which was previously de ned only on closed PCCS expressions) can be extended to arbitrary generative labeled transition systems by G GR H , ' GR (G) R ' GR (H), and P GR Q , ' G (P) GR ' G (Q). We show that this equivalence is not a congruence, thus demonstrating the need for re ning the bisimulation semantics when moving from the reactive to the generative model. Consider the PCCS processes P = Proof: As before, we prove this theorem for the case that G and H are of the form ' S (P) and ' S (Q). Thus we show that for P; Q 2 Pr, P S Q ) P SG Q. ? ?! i Q; Q 2 S and jij = nj g Let R be a strati ed bisimulation on Pr. We prove that R is also a generative bisimulation on Pr with respect to the transitions derivable from S + IMAR SG , i.e. that for (P; Q) 2 R, S 2 Pr=R and 2 Act, SG (P; ; S) = SG (Q; ; S) As SG (P; ; S) = P n2IN n SG (P; ; S), it su ces to prove this for every n SG , which we will do by induction on n. IMAR SG has the e ect of \ attening" trees of probability transitions with action transitions at the leaves, into a single-level structure of generative transitions. Indeed, we show that the generative transition system of a restriction-free PCCS process P is isomorphic to the generative transition system that can be inferred from P's strati ed transition system via IMAR SG . For example, let P = ? ?! j E 00 ; i 6 = j =) f(i) 6 = f(j).
Proof: In Lemma 1 f happened to be the identity function and was therefore not mentioned.
Unfortunately, f can not be chosen bijective this time. In order to get rid of this complication in an early stage, we split the proof in two parts by considering an intermediate operational semantics G 0 . The inference rules of G 0 are exactly the same as the ones of G, except that in the rule for product when i and j are both 0 the resulting index is also 0 instead of (0; 0). Let f 0 : I G ! I G 0 be the function that exhaustively replaces all occurrences of (0; 0) in an index by 0. Then
? ?! j E 00 and f 0 (i) = f 0 (j). If E is summation-free, it has only one outgoing transition and therefore i = j. Otherwise i = j is established by a straightforward induction on the length of derivations. We refer to this property of f 0 as \limited injectivity" since f 0 is injective only with respect to the transition indices of a given E. Theorem 11 (Commutativity) Let P 2 Pr be restriction-free. Then ' SG (' S (P)) = ' G (P).
Corollary 12 Let P; Q 2 Pr be restriction-free PCCS processes. Then P S Q ) P G Q.
Proof: Theorem 10 says that P S Q ) P SG Q for P; Q 2 Pr. Theorem 11 (or Lemma 2) implies G (P; ; S) = SG (P; ; S) and hence P G Q , P SG Q for restriction-free P; Q 2 Pr. This counterexample can be easily extended so to apply to Corollary 12 as well.
However, Theorem 11 and Corollary 12 do hold for summation-guarded PCCS processes with restriction. The reason is that for those processes there is hardly any di erence between the generative and strati ed models. It su ces to extend Lemma 2 to this case.
Corollary 15 Let P; Q 2 Pr R . Then P S Q ) P R Q.
By means of the same counterexample that we used at the end of Section 7.1, one shows that the equivalence induced on the strati ed model by reactive bisimulation through ' SR is not a congruence for relabeling. As a consequence, no compositional de nition of relabeling in the reactive model is possible that allows a generalization of Theorem 14.
The corresponding counterexample for summation is also valid for ' GR ' SG , but not for ' SR (in fact, it couldn't be, by Theorems 14 and 4). Hence these two mappings are di erent. It appears that ' SR preserves some of the strati ed avor of nested PCCS summations, which is lost by ' GR ' SG . Proof: Following the idea of the previous abstraction proofs, we show that a reactive bisimulation on Pr R is also a nonprobabilistic bisimulation (with respect to the transitions derivable from R + IMAR RN , but by commutativity these are the same as the ones derivable from N). This follows as N is completely determined by R , namely N (P; ; S) = ( 0 if R (P; ; S) = 0 1 if R (P; ; S) > 0 2
As before, the general (semantic) case can be obtained in the same way, after de ning the involved bisimulations on the (semantic) transition system domains. Generative or strati ed to nonprobabilistic abstraction results can also be proved likewise, but these follow already by combination with the previous abstraction results.
Conclusions and Open Problem
In this paper we have presented a variety of congruence, commutativity, and abstraction results that carefully interrelate the reactive, generative, and strati ed models of probabilistic processes. In so doing, we have seen that generative bisimulation ( G ) is not a congruence in the strati ed model, while strati ed bisimulation ( S ) is. However, S is not the largest congruence contained in G (it is too ne). For example, consider P = 1] 1]a : 0 and Q = 1]a : 0. We have ' S (P) 6 S ' S (Q) yet ' SG (' S (C P])) G ' SG (' S (C Q])), for any context C ].
It is interesting, therefore, to ask what is the largest congruence contained in G . We can show that, in terms of its distinguishing strength, the following equivalence relation falls strictly between G and S , and is still a congruence in the strati ed model.
De nition 8 An equivalence relation R Pr Pr is a mixed bisimulation if (P; Q) 2 R implies 8S 2 Pr=R, S (P; ; S) = S (Q; ; S) if both P and Q are probability processes and 8 2 Act; SG (P; ; S) = SG (Q; ; S) Two processes P; Q are mixed bisimulation equivalent (written P M Q) if there exists a mixed bisimulation R such that (P; Q) 2 R.
Mixed bisimulation essentially allows an -transition in one process to be matched by antransition preceded by a number of probability-1 transitions in the other process (the second clause). At the same time, probability-1 transitions at other places may be signi cant in a product context, and must therefore be taken into account (the rst clause). We close with the following:
Conjecture (Full Abstraction) In the strati ed model, M is the largest congruence contained in G .
